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Sony Cyber-Shot W120 in various colors.

Sony has recently unveiled eight new cameras in its 2008 Cyber-Shot
series. The cameras, which include entry level models and more
advanced designs, will begin shipping this spring.

One of the unique characteristics of several of the cameras is the new
face detection technology. The 8-megapixel Cyber-Shot DSC-H10, for
example, can pick out up to eight faces per shot, and strive to make all
the faces in focus.

A new feature of the face detection technology is the addition of a
child/adult priority mode. When set to child priority, the camera gives
priority to focusing children´s faces, while in adult priority mode, it
locates and focuses adults´ faces.

Sony also has improved the smile shutter feature, which enables the
camera to detect multiple smiles, and delay the shot until everyone is
smiling. The smile shutter feature can be set to prioritize children or
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adults, and the new models with the feature will wait to snap a picture
when a child in the frame smiles - even if it´s just for a second.

But if you still can´t get everyone to smile at once, that problem can be
fixed with some improved editing technology. In playback mode, users
can add smiles to people using the camera´s face detection and retouch
menu.

Some of the cameras will also include an intelligent scene recognition
feature that analyzes the shooting environment and applies the optimal
scene mode for the shot. The intelligent scene mode can also improve
image quality in low-light or backlit settings by taking a quick second
shot after the shutter has been pressed.

Sony will incorporate new image-finding technologies into its cameras
and software as well. Some of the cameras will be able to identify
images captured with the smile shutter feature, and group those images
under "smile" for easier identification.

The cameras range in price from $150 to $400, and will be demonstrated
at Photo Marketing Association (PMA) 2008, which begins January 31
in Las Vegas.
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